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Abstract
Supervised cross-modal hashing aims to embed the semantic correlations of heteroge-
neous modality data into the binary hash codes with discriminative semantic labels. Be-
cause of its advantages on retrieval and storage efficiency, it is widely used for solving
efficient cross-modal retrieval. However, existing researches equally handle the differ-
ent tasks of cross-modal retrieval, and simply learn the same couple of hash functions
in a symmetric way for them. Under such circumstance, the uniqueness of different
cross-modal retrieval tasks are ignored and sub-optimal performance may be brought.
Motivated by this, we present a Task-adaptive Asymmetric Deep Cross-modal Hash-
ing (TA-ADCMH) method in this paper. It can learn task-adaptive hash functions for
two sub-retrieval tasks via simultaneous modality representation and asymmetric hash
learning. Unlike previous cross-modal hashing approaches, our learning framework
jointly optimizes semantic preserving that transforms deep features of multimedia data
into binary hash codes, and the semantic regression which directly regresses query
modality representation to explicit label. With our model, the binary codes can ef-
fectively preserve semantic correlations across different modalities, meanwhile, adap-
tively capture the query semantics. The superiority of TA-ADCMH is proved on two
standard datasets from many aspects.
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1. Introduction
Cross-modal retrieval [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] takes a certain kind of modality data
as query objects to retrieve the relevant data in other modalities. Meanwhile, a large
amounts of heterogeneous multi-modal data are explosively generated in various social
networks. To tackle the retrieval efficiency problem, cross-modal hashing [8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] is proposed to project the high-dimensional multi-modal data
into the low-dimensional binary hash codes, which are forced to express consistent
semantics with the original data. For the high retrieval and storage efficiency, it has
aroused considerable attention to solve large-scale cross-modal search.
With the trend, the hashing methods in the field of cross-modal search have become
a research hotspot in plenty of literatures. There are two main categories of these meth-
ods: unsupervised [18, 19, 20, 8, 21, 22] and supervised [23, 24, 15, 11, 25, 13] cross-
modal hashing. Unsupervised cross-modal hashing methods learn the low-dimensional
embedding of original data without any semantic labels. The generated hash codes are
learned to keep the semantic correlation of heterogeneous multi-modal data. Con-
trastively, supervised cross-modal hashing methods exhibit a strong discrimination ca-
pability in the learning process of hash codes with the supervision of explicit semantic
labels.
The shallow cross-modal hashing method has always been the core and main force
of cross-modal retrieval and achieved promising results. With the problem studied
deeply, the biggest defect of these methods is that the hash functions depend on lin-
ear or simple nonlinear projections. This may limit the discriminative capability of
modality feature representation, and result in the low retrieval accuracy of the learned
binary codes. Recently, deep cross-modal hashing [26, 27, 28, 29] is proposed to si-
multaneously perform deep representation and hash code learning. They replace the
linear mapping with multi-layer nonlinear mapping and thus capture the intrinsic se-
mantic correlations of cross-modal instances more effectively. It has been proved that
cross-modal hashing methods based on deep models have better performance than the
shallow hash models which directly adopt hand-crafted features.
Although great success has been achieved by existing methods, they equally handle
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the cross-modal retrieval tasks (e.g. image retrieves text and text retrieves image), and
simply learn the same couple of hash functions for them. Under such circumstance,
the characteristics of different cross-modal retrieval tasks are ignored and sub-optimal
performance may be caused accordingly. To tackle the limitation, this paper proposes
a Task-adaptive Asymmetric Deep Cross-modal Hashing (TA-DCMH) method to learn
task-specific hash functions for each cross-modal sub-retrieval tasks. The major con-
tributions and innovations are stated as follows:
• We propose a new supervised asymmetric hash learning framework based on
deep neural networks for large-scale cross-modal search. Two couples of deep
hash functions can be learned for different cross-modal retrieval tasks, by per-
forming simultaneous deep feature representation and asymmetric hash learning.
For all we know, no similar work has been proposed yet.
• In asymmetric hash learning part, we jointly optimize the semantic preserving
of original data from multiple modalities, and the representation capability en-
hancement of query modality. With such design, the learned hash codes can
establish a semantic connection across different modalities, as well as capture
the query semantics of the specific cross-modal retrieval task.
• An iterative optimization algorithm is proposed to enable the discreteness of hash
codes and alleviate the errors of binary quantization. The results of experiment
demonstrate that this algorithm is superior on two datasets widely tested in cross-
modal retrieval.
2. Literature review of cross-modal hashing
2.1. Unsupervised Cross-modal Hashing
Unsupervised cross-modal hashing transforms the modality features into the shared
hash codes by preserving the original similarities. Representative works include Cross-
view Hashing (CVH) [18], Inter-media Hashing (IMH) [19], Linear Cross-modal Hash-
ing (LCMH) [20], Collective Matrix Factorization Hashing (CMFH) [8], Latent Se-
mantic Sparse Hashing (LSSH) [30], Robust and Flexible Discrete Hashing (RFDH)
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[31], Cross-modal Discrete Hashing (CMDH) [21] and Collective Reconstructive Em-
beddings (CRE) [22]. CVH is a typical graph-based hashing method extended from
the standard spectral hashing [32]. It minimizes the weighted Hamming distances to
transform the original multi-view data into the binary codes. IMH maps heterogeneous
multimedia data into hash codes by constructing graphs. It learns the hash functions by
linear regression for new instances. Its joint learning scheme can effectively preserve
the inter- and intra- modality consistency. LCMH first leverages k-means clustering
to represent each training data as k-dimensional vector, and then maps the vector into
the to-be-learnt binary codes. CMFH utilizes collective matrix factorization model to
transform multimedia data into low dimensional space, then approximates it with hash
codes. It also fuses the multi-view information to enhance the search accuracy. LSSH
follows similar idea of CMFH. It attempts to learn the latent factor matrix for image
structures by sparse coding and text concepts by matrix decomposing. Compared with
CMFH, it can better capture high-level semantic correlation for similarity search across
different modalities. RFDH first learns the unified hash codes for each training data by
employing discrete collaborative matrix factorization. Then, it jointly adopts l2,1-norm
and adaptively weight of each modality to enhance the robustness and flexibility of
hash codes. CMDH presents a discrete optimization strategy to learn the unified binary
codes for multiple modalities. This strategy projects the heterogeneous data into a low-
dimensional latent semantic space by using matrix factorization. The latent features
are quantified as the hash codes by projection matrix. CRE is proposed to learn unified
binary codes and binary mappings for different modalities by collective reconstructive
embedding. It simultaneously bridges the semantic gap between heterogeneous data.
2.2. Supervised Cross-modal Hashing
Supervised cross-modal hashing generates the hash codes under the guidance of
semantic information. Typical methods include Semantic Correlation Maximization
(SCM) [23], Semantics-Preserving Hashing (SePH) [24], Supervised Matrix Factor-
ization Hashing (SMFH) [15], Semantic Topic Multimodal hashing (STMH) [11], Dis-
crete Latent Factor Model based Cross-Modal Hashing (DLFH) [33], Discrete Cross-
modal Hashing (DCH) [25] and Label Consistent Matrix Factorization Hashing (LCMFH)
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[13]. SCM aims at preserving maximum semantic information into hash codes by
avoiding computing pair-wise semantic matrix explicitly. It improves both the retrieval
speed and space utilization. SePH first employs probability distribution to preserve
supervision information of multi-modal data, and then the hash codes can be obtained
by solving the problem of Kullback-Leibler divergence. SMFH is developed based on
the collective matrix decomposing. It jointly employs graph Laplacian and semantic
label to learn binary codes for multi-modal data. STMH employs semantic modeling to
detect different semantic themes for texts and images respectively, and then maps the
captured semantic representations into a low-dimensional latent space to obtain hash
codes. DLFH proposes an efficient hash learning algorithm based on the discrete la-
tent factor model to directly learn binary hash codes for cross-modal retrieval. DCH
is an extended application of Supervised Discrete Hashing (SDH) [34] in multi-modal
retrieval. It learns a set of modality-dependence hash projections as well as discrimi-
native binary codes to keep the classification consistent with the label for multi-modal
data. LCMFH leverages the auxiliary matrix to project the original multi-modal data
to the low-dimensional representation of latent space, and quantizes it with semantic
label to the hash codes.
All the above hashing methods are shallow modeling, which imposes linear or non-
linear transformations to construct the hash functions. Thus, these methods cannot
effectively explore the semantic correlations of heterogeneous multi-modal data.
2.3. Deep Cross-modal Hashing
They basically seek a common binary semantic space via multi-layer nonlinear
projection from multiple heterogeneous modalities. State-of-the-art deep cross-modal
hashing methods include Unsupervised Generative Adversarial Cross-modal Hashing
(UGACH) [26], Deep Binary Reconstruction for Cross-modal Hashing (DBRC) [27],
Deep Cross-Modal Hashing (DCMH) [28], Discrete Deep Cross-Modal Hashing (DD-
CMH) [29] and Self-supervised adversarial hashing (SSAH) [35]. UGACH is proposed
to promote the learning of hash functions by the confrontation between generative
model and discriminative model, and incorporates the correlation graph into the learn-
ing procedure to capture the intrinsic manifold structures of multi-modal data. DBRC
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develops a deep network based on a special Multimodal Restricted Boltzmann Machine
(MRBM) to learn binary codes. The network employs the adaptive tanh hash function
to obtain the binary valued representation instead of joint real value representation,
and reconstructs the original data to preserve the maximum semantic similarity across
different modalities. DCMH first extracts the deep features of text and image modal-
ities through two neural networks, and then preserves the similarity of two different
deep features into a unified hash codes by using a pair-wise similarity matrices. DD-
CMH proposes a cross-modal deep neural networks to directly encode the binary hash
codes by employing discrete optimization, which can effectively preserve the intra- and
inter-modality semantic correlation. SSAH devices a deep self-supervised adversarial
network to solve cross-modal hashing problem. This network combines multi-label
semantic information and adversarial learning to eliminate the semantic gap between
deep features extracted from heterogeneous modalities.
Differences: The existing deep learning based cross-modal hashing approaches
equally handle the different cross-modal retrieval tasks when constructing the hash
functions. Under such circumstance, the characteristics of cross-modal retrieval tasks
are ignored during the hash learning process, and thus sub-optimal performance may
be achieved accordingly. Different from them, in our paper, we put forward a task-
adaptive cross-modal hash learning model to learn two couples of hash functions for
two cross-modal sub-retrieval tasks respectively. In our model, the semantic similar-
ity across different modalities are preserved and the representation capability of query
modality is enhanced. With such learning framework, the hash codes we learned can
simultaneously capture the semantic correlation of different modalities and the query
semantics of the specific cross-modal retrieval task.
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Table 1: The list of main notations.
Notation Description
X the raw image matrix
Y ∈ Rn×dy the text feature matrix
F ∈ Rr×n deep feature representation matrix of image
G ∈ Rr×n deep feature representation matrix of text
P ∈ Rr×c semantic projection matrix of image
W ∈ Rr×c semantic projection matrix of text
S ∈ Rn×n pair-wise semantic matrix
L ∈ Rc×n point-wise semantic label
Bt ∈ Rr×n binary hash codes
Nt mini-batch size
dy the dimension of text
c the number of classes
r hash code length
T iteration numbers
t the number of retrieval tasks
3. Task-adaptive asymmetric deep cross-modal hashing
3.1. Notations and problem definition
Assume that a database with n training instances is denoted as O = {oi}ni=1, the
training instance oi is comprised of two modalities: image and text. X = [x1, x2, ..., xn]T
denotes the raw image matrix. Y = [y1, y2, ..., yn]T ∈ Rn×dy represents the text feature
matrix with dy dimensions. Each of instance yi is associated with instance xi. Besides,
the point-wise semantic label is given as L = [l1, l2, ..., ln] ∈ Rc×n, where c is the total
number of categories and lki = 1 implies that oi belongs to class k, otherwise lki = 0.
We define the pairwise semantic matrix S ∈ Rn×n, each element of which is represented
as S i j ∈ {0, 1}. When S i j = 1, the image xi is similar to the text yi, otherwise, when
S i j = 0, the image xi is dissimilar to the text yi. In general, cross-modal retrieval
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problem (includes two modalities image and text) has two sub-retrieval tasks: one is
the task of image searches text (I2T), and the other task is text searches image (T2I).
The goal of our method is to learn two kinds of nonlinear hash functions h(x) and h(y)
for different cross-modal retrieval task, where r is the length of hash codes, the binary
hash codes B1 relates to images hash functions h(x) for I2T task, and the binary hash
codes B2 relates to texts hash functions h(y) for T2I task. Table 1 shows the list of main
notations used in this paper.
3.2. Model formulation
In this paper, we propose an supervised asymmetric deep cross-modal hashing
model, which includes two parts: deep feature learning and asymmetric hash learn-
ing. In the first part, we extract the deep image and text feature representations from
two couples of deep neural networks. In the second part, we perform asymmetric hash
learning to capture the semantic correlations of multimedia data with the supervision
of pair-wise semantic matrix and enhance the discriminative ability of query modality
representation with point-wise semantic label. The overall learning framework of our
TA-ADCMH method is illustrated in Figure 1.
3.2.1. Deep feature learning
In the deep feature learning part, we design two couples of deep neural networks
for two cross-modal sub-retrieval tasks. As shown in the Figure 1, we can find that each
pair of image-text deep networks are used to perform I2T and T2I sub-retrieval tasks,
respectively. To be fair, we use similar deep neural networks of image modality for two
sub-retrieval tasks. Both two deep networks are based on convolutional neural network
(CNN-F) and use the pre-trained ImageNet dataset [36] to initialize the weights of
networks. Particularly, CNN-F is an eight layer deep network structure with five layers
convolution layer and three fully-connected layers. We modify the structure of last
fully-connected layer by setting the length of hash codes as the number of hidden units,
and adopt identity function as the activation function for the last network layers. We
also use two deep neural networks of text modality for two sub-retrieval tasks, each of
which consist of two fully-connected layers. Particularly, we represent the original text
8
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Figure 1: The overall learning framework of our TA-ADCMH method.
vectors as the Bag-of-Words (BOW) [37] which is then used as the input to the deep
neural network. Further, we obtain the hash codes as the outputs from the last fully-
connected layer. Similar to the image network, we also adopt identity function as the
activation function. In this paper, the deep hash functions are denoted as ft(Xi; θxt )|2t=1
for image modality and gt(Y j; θyt )|2t=1 text modalities separately, where θxt |2t=1 is the
weight parameters of deep image neural networks and θyt |2t=1 is the weight parameters
of deep text neural networks.
3.2.2. Asymmetric hash learning for I2T
The cross-modal retrieval task concentrates on two sub-retrieval tasks: image re-
trieves text and text retrieves image. Previous methods generally learn the same couple
of hash functions in an symmetric way for two different cross-modal retrieval tasks.
They cannot effectively capture the query semantics during the non-linear multi-modal
mapping process, as ignoring the characteristics of different cross-modal retrieval tasks.
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To address these problems, in this paper, we develop an asymmetric hash learning
model to learn different hash functions for different retrieval tasks. Specifically, for
each task, besides to optimize the semantic preserving of multi-modal data into hash
codes, we perform the semantic regression from query-specific modality representation
to the explicit labels. With such design, the semantic correlations of multi-modal data
can be preserved into the hash codes, and simultaneously, the query semantics can be
captured adaptively.
The overall objective function of I2T sub-retrieval task is formulated as
min
B1,θx1 ,θy1 ,P
J1 = −
n∑
i, j=1
(S i jΦi j − log(1 + eΦi j )) + λ1‖B1 − F1‖2F + β1‖B1 −G1‖2F︸                                                                           ︷︷                                                                           ︸
Correlation Analysis
+ µ1‖F1 − PL‖2F + ν1R(F11,G11,P)︸                                      ︷︷                                      ︸
Semantic Regression
s.t.B1 ∈ {−1, 1}r×n
(1)
where λ1, β1, µ1, ν1 are all the regularization parameters, Φi j = 12F
T
1iG1 j, F1 ∈ Rr×n
with f1(Xi; θx1 ), G1 ∈ Rr×n with g1(Y j; θy1 ) are the deep features extracted from images
and texts respectively. B1 ∈ Rr×n is the binary hash codes to be learned for I2T task. It
is binary values by imposing the discrete constraint. L = [l1, l2, ..., ln] is the point-wise
semantic label. P ∈ Rr×c is the semantic projection matrix which supports the semantic
regression from image (query) modality representation F1 to the L. The first term in
Eq.(1) is negative log likelihood function, which is based on the likelihood function
defined as
p(S i j|F1i, G1 j) =

σ(Φi j) S i j = 1
1 − σ(Φi j) S i j = 0
(2)
where σ(Φi j) = 11+e−Φi j . The negative log likelihood function can make F1i and G1 j
as similar as possible when S i j = 1, and be dissimilar when S i j = 0. Thus, this
term can preserve the semantic correlation between deep image feature F1i and deep
text feature G1 j by the pair-wise semantic supervision. The second and third terms in
Eq.(1) transform the deep features F1i and G1 j into the binary hash codes B1, which
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collectively preserve the cross-modal semantics into the binary hash codes. The last
term is to avoid overfitting. It is defined as below:
ν1R(F11, G11, P ) = ν1 ‖F11‖2F + ν1 ‖G11‖2F + ν1 ‖P‖2F (3)
The term ν1 ‖F11‖2F + ν1 ‖G11‖2F (1 = [1, ..., 1]T ∈ Rn) is to equally partition the infor-
mation of each bit and ensure the maximum semantic similarity preserved into hash
codes.
3.2.3. Asymmetric hash learning for T2I
Different from I2T sub-retrieval task, we directly regress the deep text represen-
tation to the corresponding point-wise semantic label to persist the discriminative in-
formation of query modality representation. Specifically, we adopt pair-wise semantic
label to learn a new binary hash codes B2 to preserve the semantic correlation of multi-
modal data and capture the query semantics from texts.
Similar to Eq.(1), the objective function for T2I sub-retrieval task is formulated as:
min
B2,θx2 ,θy2 ,W
J2 = −
n∑
i, j=1
(S i jΦi j − log(1 + eΦi j )) + λ2‖B2 − F2‖2F + β2‖B2 −G2‖2F︸                                                                           ︷︷                                                                           ︸
Correlation Analysis
+ µ2‖G2 −WL‖2F + ν2R(F21,G21,W)︸                                          ︷︷                                          ︸
Semantic Regression
s.t. B2 ∈ {−1, 1}r×n
(4)
where Φi j = 12F
T
2iG2 j, F2 ∈ Rr×n with f2(X2; θx2 ), G2 ∈ Rr×n with g2(Y2; θy2 ) are the
deep features extracted from images and texts respectively. W ∈ Rr×c is the semantic
projection matrix which supports the semantic regression from text (query) modality
representation G2 to the L. The balance parameters λ2, β2, µ2 and ν2 are regularization
parameters of T2I task. The regularization function R(F22, G22, W ) is denoted as
follows:
ν2R(F21, G21, W ) = ν2 ‖F21‖2F + ν2 ‖G21‖2F + ν2 ‖W‖2F (5)
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This term ν2 ‖F21‖2F + ν2 ‖G21‖2F (1 = [1, ..., 1]T ∈ Rn) is same as that for I2T task,
which is used to balance each bit of hash codes.
3.3. Optimization scheme
The objective functions for I2T and T2I retrieval tasks are all non-convex with the
involved variables. In this paper, we propose an iterative optimization method to learn
the optimal value for I2T and T2I.
1. For the I2T sub-retrieval task, we give the following iterative optimization steps:
Step 1. Update θx1 . The problem in Eq.(1) can be rewritten as
min
θx1
−
n∑
i, j=1
(S i jΦi j − log(1 + eΦi j )) + λ1‖B1 − F1‖2F + µ1‖F1 − PL‖2F + ν1‖F11‖2F
The deep CNN parameter θx1 of image modality can be trained by stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) [38] with the back-propagation (BP) algorithm. In each iteration, we
randomly select a mini-batch samples from the database to train the network, which
relieves the SGD algorithm from falling directly into the local optimal value near the
initial point. Specifically, we first compute the following gradient for each instance of
xi:
∂J1
∂F1i
=
1
2
n∑
j=1
(σ(Φi j)G1 j − S i jG1 j) + 2λ1(F1i − B1i) + 2µ1(F1 − PL) + 2ν1F11 (6)
Then we can compute the ∂J1
∂θx1
according to the BP updating rule until convergency.
Step 2. Update θy1 . The optimization problem in Eq.(1) becomes
min
θy1
−
n∑
i, j=1
(S i jΦi j − log(1 + eΦi j )) + β1‖B1 −G1‖2F + ν1‖G11‖2F
The deep CNN parameter θy1 of text modality is also trained by SGD and BP algorithm.
Firstly, we compute the following gradient for each instance of y j:
∂J1
∂G1 j
=
1
2
n∑
i=1
(σ(Φi j)F1i − S i jF1i) + 2β1(G1 j − B1 j) + 2ν1G11 (7)
Then we can compute the ∂J1
∂θy1
according to the BP updating rule until convergency.
Step 3. Update B1. The problem in Eq.(1) can be formulated as
min
B1
λ1‖B1 − F1‖2F + β1‖B1 −G1‖2F s.t.B1 ∈ {−1, 1}r×n (8)
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The solution of Eq.(8) can be easily obtained by optimizing without relaxing discrete
binary constraints B1 ∈ {−1, 1}r×n. Thus, we have
B1 = sgn(λ1F1 + β1G1) (9)
Step 4. Update P. The corresponding optimization problem can be simplified as
min
P
µ1‖F1 − PL‖2F + ν1‖P‖2F (10)
Letting the derivative of Eq.(10) with respect to P to be equal to zero, we obtain
P = F1LT(LLT +
ν1
µ1
I)−1 (11)
2. For the T2I sub-retrieval task, we give the details of the iterative optimization
algorithm as shown below:
Step 1. Update θy2 . The problem in Eq.(4) can be reduced to
min
θy2
−
n∑
i, j=1
(S i jΦi j − log(1 + eΦi j )) + β2‖B2 −G2‖2F
+ µ2‖G2 −WL‖2F + ν2‖G21‖2F
(12)
The deep CNN parameter θy2 of text modality can be learned by SGD and BP algorithm.
Firstly, we compute the following gradient for each instance of y j:
∂J2
∂G2 j
=
1
2
n∑
i=1
(σ(Φi j)F2i − S i jF2i) + 2β2(G2 j − B2 j)
+ 2µ2(G2 −WL) + 2ν2G21
(13)
Then we can compute the ∂J2
∂θy2
according to the BP updating rule until convergency.
Step 2. Update θx2 . The optimization problem in Eq.(4) becomes
min
θx2
−
n∑
i, j=1
(S i jΦi j − log(1 + eΦi j )) + λ2‖B2 − F2‖2F + ν2‖F21‖2F
The deep CNN parameter θx2 of image modality can be trained by SGD and BP algo-
rithm. Firstly, we compute the following gradient for each instance of xi:
∂J2
∂F2i
=
1
2
n∑
j=1
(σ(Φi j)G2 j − S i jG2 j) + 2λ2(F2i − B2i) + 2ν2F21 (14)
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Then we can compute the ∂J∈
∂θx2
according to the BP updating rule until convergency.
Step 3. Update B2. The problem in Eq.(4) is rewritten as follows
min
B2
λ2‖B2 − F2‖2F + β2‖B2 −G2‖2F s.t.B2 ∈ {−1, 1}r×n (15)
Without relaxing discrete constrains, we can obtain the hash codes of Eq.(15) as
B2 = sgn(λ2F2 + β2G2) (16)
Step 4. Update W. The optimization problem of Eq.(4) can be reformulated as
follows
min
W
µ2‖G2 −WL‖2F + ν2‖W‖2F (17)
The solution can also be obtained by setting the derivative of Eq.(17) with respect to
W to be equal to zero, we obtain
W = G2LT(LLT +
ν2
µ2
I)−1 (18)
The final results can be obtained by repeating the above steps until convergence.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the key optimization steps for the I2T task in the proposed
TA-ADCMH.
3.4. Online query hashing
As we discussed earlier, TA-ADCMH is a deep asymmetric cross-modal hashing
method. It learns task-adaptive hash functions for different retrieval tasks. Specifically,
given a new query instance xq with image modality, we can obtain its hash codes for
I2T retrieval task by using the following formula
bq = h(xq) = sgn( f1(xq; θx1 )).
Similarly, given a query instance with text modality yq, we can obtain the corre-
sponding hash codes for T2I retrieval task by
bq = h(yq) = sgn(g2(yq; θy2 )).
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Algorithm 1 Discrete optimization for I2T
Input: The raw image matrix X, text feature matrix Y, pair-wise semantic matrix S,
point-wise semantic label L, hash code length r, the parameters λ1, β1, µ1, ν1.
Output: Hash codes matrix B1, deep network parameters θx1 and θy1 .
Randomly initialize P, B1, θx1 , θy1 .
Construct the mini-batch N1 and N2 from X and Y by randomly sampling, N1 =
N2=128. Initialize the iteration number T1 = dn/N1e, T2 = dn/N2e
repeat
For iter =1,· · · , T1 do
Calculate f1(Xi; θx1 ) by the forward propagation according to Eq.(6)
Update deep model parameters θx1 by using back propagation.
end for
For iter =1,· · · , T2 do
Calculate g1(Y j; θy1 ) by the forward propagation according to Eq.(7)
Update deep model parameters θy1 by using back propagation.
end for
Update hash codes B1 according to Eq.(9).
Update semantic projection matrix P according to Eq.(11).
until convergence
4. Experimental setting
4.1. Evaluation datasets
We conduct experiments on two public cross-modal retrieval datasets: MIR Flickr
[39] and NUS-WIDE [40]. Both of them includes image and text modalities.
MIR Flickr includes 25, 000 pairs of image-text instances collected from Flickr
website. This dataset provides 24 labels and uses them to classify the instances, each
of which belongs to at least one category. We select 20,015 instances labeled with
no less than 20 textual tags to compose the final dataset. For the convenience, the
query set of 2, 000 multi-modal data were chosen by random selection, the retrieval
set is composed of the remaining 18, 015 multi-modal data. Within the retrieval set,
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the training set of 10,000 instances is further chosen on a random basis. We describe
each text as a 1,386-dimensional BOW vector. To be fair, the input of shallow methods
are 4, 096-dimensional CNN feature, and the input of deep methods are original image
pixies.
NUS-WIDE includes 269, 648 instances with 81 semantic labels downloaded from
Flickr website. Considering the imbalance of label distribution, we select the top 21
most common categories and ultimately obtain 195, 834 image-text pairs as our final
dataset. In our experiments, we choose 2,000 pairs instances for query, 193, 834 pairs
instances for retrieval, 10, 000 pairs instances for training. The text of each instance is
expressed as a 1, 000-dimensional BOW vector. For the traditional methods, the image
of each instances is described by a deep feature with 4, 096-dimension. For the deep
methods, each image uses the original pixel directly as the input.
4.2. Evaluation baselines and metrics
We compare our proposed TA-ADCMH with several typical cross-modal retrieval
methods, including SCM [23], SePH [24], SMFH [15], STMH [11], DCH [25], DLFH
[33], LCMFH [13] and DCMH [28]. Note that there are two versions of several meth-
ods that have different optimization algorithms. In our experiment, the sequential learn-
ing is used to learn SCM method, k-means is used for SePH method, and kernel logistic
regression is used for DLFH method. Among the eight compared baselines, DCMH is
a deep method and the others are shallow methods. SCM and SMFH are two relaxation
methods, which discard discrete constraints during the process of hash code quantiza-
tion. Other methods directly adopt discrete optimization to solve the hash codes.
To evaluate the retrieval performance, we adopt mean Average Precision (mAP)
[41] and topK-precision [42, 43] as the evaluation metrics.
4.3. Implementation details
Our method formulates two objective functions, which consist of eight parameters:
λ1, β1, µ1, ν1, λ2, β2, µ2, ν2 for two different cross-modal retrieval tasks. In the task of
I2T retrieval, the regularization parameters λ1, β1 control the regression the deep fea-
tures to the asymmetric binary codes for images and text respectively. The parameter
16
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Figure 2: The performance of topK-precision curves on MIR Flickr.
µ1 ensures the deep features of image modality are ideal for supervised classification,
ν1 is the regularization parameter to avoid overfitting. The parameters of the T2I re-
trieval task are similar to I2T task. We set different values for the involved parameters
to optimize the I2T and T2I retrieval tasks. In our experiment, the best performance
of I2T task can be achieved when {λ1 = 10−1, β1 = 10−2, µ1 = 10−4, ν1 = 10−1}, and
that of T2I task can be achieved when {λ2 = 10−1, β2 = 102, µ2 = 10−1, ν2 = 10−1}
on MIR Flickr. Besides, the best performance can be obtained for I2T task when
{λ1 = 10−1, β1 = 1, µ1 = 1, ν1 = 10−1}, and that for T2I task when {λ2 = 10−1, β2 =
1, µ2 = 1, ν2 = 10−1} on NUS-WIDE. In all cases, the iterations number is set to 500.
Moreover, we implement our method on Matconvnet and use CNN deep networks
which are the same as DCMH. Before the training process, we initializing the weight
after pretreatment of the original data on the ImageNet dataset. In the network learning
process, we use the raw pixels for images and the BOW vectors for texts as inputs to
the deep networks, respectively. The learning rate is in the range of [10−6, 10−1]. The
batch size is set to 128 for two couples of deep networks. All experiments are car-
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Figure 3: The performance of topK-precision curves on NUS-WIDE.
ried out on a computer with Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6130 CPU @ 2.10GHz and 64-bit
Ubuntu 16.04.6 LTS operating system.
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Table 2: Retrieval performance comparison (mAP) on MIR Flickr.
Methods
I2T T2I
16 bits 32 bits 64 bits 128 bits 16 bits 32 bits 64 bits 128 bits
SMFH 53.62 55.36 55.70 56.58 52.07 53.28 54.44 54.52
STMH 60.08 62.80 64.58 66.59 59.67 60.69 63.53 66.60
SCM 67.47 68.50 70.91 73.65 68.50 70.93 74.16 75.01
SePH 70.15 71.33 73.53 74.28 74.31 74.95 75.42 76.75
DLFH 81.29 82.35 83.37 83.91 84.26 85.62 86.06 87.12
DCH 80.43 81.92 82.86 83.82 81.04 83.23 83.70 84.93
LCMFH 74.32 75.29 76.86 77.18 76.47 77.52 78.79 79.21
DCMH 83.42 84.09 85.55 86.83 86.96 87.71 87.96 88.01
TA-ADCMH 88.52 89.47 90.79 91.30 91.36 92.91 93.30 93.87
5. Experimental results
5.1. Retrieval accuracy comparison
In the experiments, we first report the mAP values of eight compared methods on
two datasets. The mAP results of all baselines with the hash code length ranging from
16 bits to 128 bits are presented in Table 2 and Table 3. On the basis of these results, we
can reach the following conclusion: 1) For both I2T and T2I sub-retrieval tasks, TA-
ADCMH is consistently outperforms all the compared methods with different codes
lengths. These results clearly prove the feasibility of our method. The main reasons for
the superior performance are: Firstly, TA-ADCMH trains two couples of deep neural
networks to perform different retrieval tasks independently, which can enhance the
nonlinear representation of deep features and capture the query semantics of two sub-
retrieval tasks. Secondly, we jointly adopt the pair-wise and point-wise semantic labels
to generate binary codes which can express semantic similarity of different modalities.
2) It is noteworthy that the mAP values of TA-ADCMH is in the upward trend with
the code length increasing. These results demonstrate that longer binary codes have
stronger discriminative capability with effective discrete optimization in our method.
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Table 3: Retrieval performance comparison (mAP) on NUS-WIDE.
Methods
I2T T2I
16 bits 32 bits 64 bits 128 bits 16 bits 32 bits 64 bits 128 bits
SMFH 38.12 40.90 41.18 41.34 34.03 36.70 38.53 40.52
STMH 52.58 53.68 53.76 54.75 47.92 49.56 52.06 53.08
SCM 56.33 57.83 59.08 60.33 57.97 59.43 59.50 60.81
SePH 66.51 67.71 70.46 71.44 70.44 72.03 73.78 74.54
DLFH 67.31 68.52 72.78 73.24 71.70 72.14 74.78 75.92
DCH 67.23 68.97 72.57 74.85 72.52 74.13 76.84 77.01
LCMFH 67.07 68.06 69.31 69.43 70.64 71.07 72.99 73.87
DCMH 69.83 71.86 74.07 75.42 70.42 72.26 75.08 75.64
TA-ADCMH 75.52 78.92 79.13 79.39 79.68 79.13 80.47 81.32
3) The results of most methods can have higher mAP values on the T2I task than that
obtained on I2T task. This depends on the fact that text features can better reflect the
semantic information of instances. 4) The deep TA-ADCMH method makes significant
improvement compared with the shallow methods on two datasets. Note that, DCMH
is based on deep model can have the second best performance. This phenomenon
is attributed to the deep feature representation extracted by the nonlinear projections
and the semantic information used in binary hash mapping. The results prove that the
representation capability of deep neural network is better.
Next, we illustrate the performance of topK-precision curves from 32 bits to 128
bits on two datasets. Figure 2 plots on the MIR Flickr, and figure3 plots the per-
formance of topK-precision on NUS-WIDE. As these figures show, TA-ADCMH can
obtain the higher precision and reliability compared with other baselines on both I2T
and T2I sub-retrieval tasks with different code lengths. Moreover, we can also observe
that the topK-precision curves of TA-ADCMH is relatively stable with the increase of
retrieved samples K. These observations are enough to prove that TA-ADCMH has
strong ability to retrieve the relevant samples effectively. Compared with I2T retrieval
task, the topK-precision of TA-ADCMH can obtain much better performance than the
20
Table 4: Performance comparison for three variants on MIR Flickr.
Methods
I2T T2I
16 bits 32 bits 64 bits 128 bits 16 bits 32 bits 64 bits 128 bits
TA-ADCMH-I 88.28 88.76 89.57 91.03 90.45 91.31 91.45 92.08
TA-ADCMH-II 83.12 84.63 85.51 86.47 86.27 87.01 87.84 89.25
TA-ADCMH-III 88.52 89.47 89.75 90.77 89.68 91.48 91.76 92.03
TA-ADCMH 88.52 89.47 90.79 91.30 91.36 92.91 93.30 93.87
Table 5: Performance comparison for three variants on NUS-WIDE.
Methods
I2T T2I
16 bits 32 bits 64 bits 128 bits 16 bits 32 bits 64 bits 128 bits
TA-ADCMH-I 75.46 76.58 78.11 79.17 79.43 79.97 80.86 81.16
TA-ADCMH-II 68.36 69.01 72.35 74.28 68.79 71.07 73.18 74.56
TA-ADCMH-III 69.36 75.24 76.90 77.47 78.52 79.12 80.43 81.13
TA-ADCMH 75.52 78.92 79.13 79.39 79.68 80.01 80.47 81.32
baseline methods on T2I cross-modal retrieval task. It is consistent with the mAP val-
ues in Table 2 and 3. During the practical retrieval process, users browse the website
according to the ranking of retrieval results, so they are interested on the top-ranked
instances in the retrieved list. Thus, TA-ADCMH is significantly outperforms the com-
parative methods on two sub-retrieval tasks.
To summarize, TA-ADCMH achieves superior performance on MIR Flickr and
NUS-WIDE. These phenomenon validates that capturing the query semantics of differ-
ent cross-modal retrieval tasks is effective when learning the cross-modal hash codes.
All the results confirm the effectiveness of our designed loss functions and optimization
scheme.
5.2. Effects of task-adaptive hash function learning
Our method is designed to learn task-adaptive hash functions by additionally re-
gressing the query modality representation to the class label. With the further seman-
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tic supervision, the query-specific modality representation can effectively capture the
query semantics of different cross-modal retrieval tasks. To verify the effects of this
part, we design two variant methods TA-ADCMH-I and TA-ADCMH-II for perfor-
mance comparison. 1) TA-ADCMH-I directly performs semantic regression from class
label to the shared hash codes instead of the query-specific modality representation.
Mathematically, the optimization objective function of TA-ADCMH-I becomes
min
B,θx ,θy ,V
−
n∑
i, j=1
(S i jΦi j − log(1 + eΦi j )) + λ‖B − F‖2F + β‖B −G‖2F
+ µ‖B − VL‖2F + ν (‖F1‖2F + ‖G1‖2F + ‖V‖2F)
s.t.B ∈ {−1, 1}r×n
The binary codes is calculated as B = sgn(λF + βG + µVL), where λ, β, µ and ν are
balance parameters. L is the class label. V is the projection matrix which regresses the
hash codes B to the semantic label L. The term ν1 ‖F11‖2F + ν1 ‖G11‖2F (1 = [1, ..., 1]T ∈
Rn) is employed to make the balance of each bit of hash codes for all the training points.
2) The other variant method TA-ADCMH-II performs the pair-wise semantic supervi-
sion without employing any semantic information. Mathematically, the optimization
objective function of TA-ADCMH-II becomes
min
B,θz1 ,θz2
−
n∑
i, j=1
(S i jΦi j − log(1 + eΦi j ))+λ‖B − Z1‖2F + β‖B − Z2‖2F + ν (‖Z11‖2F + ‖Z21‖2F)
s.t.B ∈ {−1, 1}r×n
The binary codes is computed as B = sgn(λZ1 + βZ2), where λ, β, ν and are balance
parameters. Z1 is the deep features of images. Z2 is the deep features of texts. The
performance comparison results of the two variant methods are shown in Tables 4 and
5 on both two sub-retrieval tasks. Two tables demonstrate a fact that our method can
outperform the variants TA-ADCMH-I and TA-ADCMH-II on two datasets with all
code lengths for cross-modal retrieval. These results prove that the task-adaptive hash
function learning is effective on improving the cross-modal retrieval performance.
5.3. Effects of discrete optimization
We devise a variant method TA-ADCMH-III for comparison to validate the effect
of discrete optimization. Specifically, we utilize a relaxing strategy which first adopt
continuous constraints instead of discrete constraints and then binarize the real-valued
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Figure 4: Parameter experiments on I2T retrieval task.
solution into hash codes by thresholding. In Eq.(1) and Eq.(4), we directly discard the
constraints B1 ∈ {−1, 1}r×n and B2 ∈ {−1, 1}r×n. Therefore, the relaxed hash codes can
be calculated as B1 = (λ1F1+β1G1)/(λ1+β1) for I2T task, B2 = (λ2F2+β2G2)/(λ2+β2)
for T2I task. Tables 4 and 5 show the comparison results of TA-ADCMH-III and TA-
ADCMH on MIR Flickr and NUS-WIDE, respectively. The results demonstrate that
TA-ADCMH can achieve superior performance than TA-ADCMH-III, which further
validates the quantization errors are minimized by the effect discrete optimization.
5.4. Parameter experiments
The empirical analysis of parameter sensitivity are conducted on MIR Flickr with
32 bits. Specifically, we report the mAP performance with eight involved parameters
for two different retrieval tasks. In the I2T retrieval task, there are four involved param-
eters: λ1, β1, µ1 and ν1. For λ1 and ν1, we tune them from [10−5, 10−3, 10−1, 101, 103, 105]
by fixing the other parameters. In Figure 4 (a) and (d), the performance of λ1 and ν1
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Figure 5: Parameter experiments on T2I retrieval task .
is relatively stable with the value of [10−5, 10−1] for I2T retrieval task. The mAP per-
formance decreases sharply as the two parameters are varied from 10−1 to 105. For the
parameter β1 and µ1, we tune them from 10−6 to 106. As shown in Figure 4 (b) and (c),
the I2T retrieval task is indeed influenced by β1 and µ1. Specifically, with β1 increasing
(β1 < 102), the mAP performance is relatively stable. However, when β1 > 102, the per-
formance degrades quickly. Hence, β1 can be chosen within the range of [10−6, 10−2].
Moreover, it is capable of observation from Figure 4 (c) that the performance of µ1 is
also relatively stable with the range of [10−6, 10−2]. The mAP values of µ1 decreases
quickly when µ1 is larger than 10−2. In particular, µ1 can be chosen from the range
between [10−6, 10−2]. The remain parameters λ2, β2, µ2 and ν2 are involved for T2I re-
trieval task. For λ2, µ2, ν2, we tune them from [10−5, 10−3, 10−1, 101, 103, 105] by fixing
the other parameters. For β2, we tune them from 10−6 to 106. The detailed explanation
of results are shown in Figure 5. From Figure 5 (a), (c), (d), we have a conclusion that
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Fig 6: Convergence curves on MIR Flickr and NUS-WIDE.
the mAP results of T2I task is in a steady trend when λ2 ranges from [10−5 to 101],
µ2 ranges from [10−5 to 101] and ν2 ranges from [10−5 to 10−1]. From Figure 5 (b), it
can be discovered that the best performance of T2I task can be obtained when β2 is in
[10−6, 102], and its performance decreases when β2 is larger than 102. In general, we
can reach the conclusion that the parameters of TA-ADCMH are of vital importance to
our experiments and they can be stable within a reasonable range of values.
5.5. Convergence analysis
To analyze the convergence of TA-ADCMH, we display the convergence curves
in Figure 6 with 32 bits on MIR Flickr and NUS-WIDE. For I2T retrieval task, the
convergence analysis results of the formula Eq.(1) are recorded in Figure 6 (a) and
(c). For T2I retrieval task, the convergence analysis results of the formula Eq.(4) are
recorded in Figure 6 (b) and (d). In all the figures, abscissa is the iteration numbers and
ordinate is the value of the objective function. As shown in the figures, we can find a
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fact that TA-ADCMH achieves a stable minimum within 300 iterations for I2T task and
within 400 for T2I task on MIR Flickr dataset. We can also find that it converges within
300 iterations for both two retrieval tasks on NUS-WIDE dataset. The experimental
results confirm that TA-ADCMH can converge gradually.
6. Conclusion
In this work, we propose a Task-adaptive Asymmetric Deep Cross-modal Hashing
(TA-ADCMH) method. It learns task-adaptive hash functions for different cross-modal
retrieval tasks. The deep learning framework jointly optimizes the semantic preserving
from multi-modal deep representations to the hash codes, and the semantic regression
from the query-specific representation to the explicit labels. The hash codes we learned
can effectively preserve the multi-modal semantic correlations, and meanwhile, adap-
tively capture the query semantics. Further, we devise a discrete optimization scheme
to effectively solve the discrete binary constraints of binary codes. On two datasets, we
prove the superiority of our TA-ADCMH method.
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